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circumference, and forming nuclei of overcrowding, streaks of over-population, fountain-heads of animation, which were in themselves as warm, as swarming, as the heart of a town.
As a matter of fact, what marked the centre was its pulsation. What marked it was the way in which movement rained upon it in the morning ; the points where this rain of movement fell, the places where it accumulated daily. What marked it was the way in which the suburbs, the circumference, shot more than a million people in practically converging directions at it.
It defined itself, therefore, in the shape of a kind of spongy mass, whose capacity for absorption seemed endless. It lay from west to east, within one-kilometre range of the river. Fairly narrow towards the west, it spread itself, rounded itself out, at the other end. On one side it reached the Op£ra ; on the other, the old Temple market. Its most voluminous part, the part that absorbed the most people, located its swelling between the rue Reaumur, opposite the Bourse, and the rue de Paradis.
But in the evening this spongy mass disgorged the million people who had saturated it. It expelled them back to the circumference, to the inner and outer suburbs, in myriads whose movements were all uniform.
It was a pulsation which in no way resembled that of a human organism. It involved no dilation, no contraction. The city palpitated like a focus of radiation which turns back upon itself. To launch all this- human material in alternating directions, the centre did not need to budge. If it had to bestir itself, it was not in the hard-working "way that a.living heart has to do-a heart that in turn, and without respite, distends and contracts, inhales and exhales, and for which no operation is sufficient to itself. It was rather in the imperious fashion of those physical organisms, apparently immobile and inert, which, by their mere presence, modify a whole sphere of the world around them, letting loose, and at the same time controlling, forces^, tendencies, radiations in it.

